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This guide is intended to help photographers create 
work that allows NYIT’s Office of Communications + 
Marketing (C+M) to effectively showcase the university 
through a number of print and digital platforms. 

On the following pages, we’ve outlined elements of the 
visual language established for NYIT and its divisions. 
In addition, we describe how C+M uses photography 
and specify the kinds of images that work well for 
tone-setting shoots, and we share how you should 
record events, projects, and exhibitions. 

Whether you are a seasoned professional who has 
worked with C+M for years or a new photographer 
preparing to shoot for NYIT for the first time, please 
review this document to make sure you understand 
our expectations for your assignment, including file 
formats and delivery protocols, which change from 
time to time.

Photos taken for the university—whether originally 
commissioned to document a fundraiser, exhibition, 
new faculty member, student and/or academic life—
are used in variety of ways, such as in recruitment, 
alumni publications, The President’s Report, NYIT 
Magazine, on university websites and social media 
platforms, or shared with the press. For example, a 
photo taken to accompany an online news article may 
later be used to illustrate an aspect of student life in a 
print material.

To maximize use of your photos and ensure that they 
fit harmoniously with the varied but well-established 
style of the NYIT brand, we offer some tips. None rep-
resents a single, one-size-fits-all rule for you to rigidly 
follow. That would impede the creativity and individu-

ality we value in our photographers. Furthermore, C+M 
tries to avoid the cookie-cutter or generic in all com-
munications and marketing materials. Your imagery is 
a critical element in that effort. We also recognize that 
shooting conditions present their own compositional 
and technical requirements. 

To help prepare you for assignments, C+M staff 
members make every effort to brief photographers in 
advance of shoots, giving them desired creative direc-
tion, a call list of subjects and groupings to shoot, and 
an event brief. Ideally, someone from the C+M group 
accompanies and directs the photographer, pointing 
out important people to photograph and offering cre-
ative ideas.

When appropriate, please frame shots and stage 
areas that will be photographed to avoid unwanted 
backgrounds and remove those branded items that 
don’t add value, such as beverages, fast food, and 
other school logos (which we often Photoshop out of 
photos). 

Staging and selective framing isn’t always possible, 
but when it is, it helps the designers tremendously 
during the design process of print material.

Regardless of the particular creative brief for your 
assignment, the most important principle to guide your 
shoot is that of giving us options and variety. Instead 
of providing 100 shots of the same conference speak-
ers from the same spot, find 20 different ways to shoot 
lecturers, the people attending, and the event space 
from a variety of angles.

“Tell me your story through one image”
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BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDELINES

The following are key features we seek in photography submissions:

Clean, thoughtfully composed images with clear, immediately apparent 
central focus.

Both landscape and portrait orientations.

Wide, medium, and detail shots that establish a scene, capture its focus, and 
show, close up, details of it.

Options that place main subjects to the left or right of center, or above or below 
center, leaving negative space for designers to place text.

Smart use of selective focus with wide apertures that draw attention to the im-
portant elements in a photo. Shoot frames with sharp focus from front to back 
and also ones with shallow depth-of-field with soft foreground elements.

Both straight-on and oblique or unexpected angles. (Although we love energetic 
and dynamic angles, avoid extreme gimmickry and excessive distortion unless 
it is necessary to capture something essential of the subject. Unless directed 
otherwise, please do not use fisheye lenses.)

Versions shot with available light instead of flash, whenever possible. When 
flash is required, please use it subtly and employ bounce.

Lively, candid photos with a spontaneous feel—applies to all groups of sub-
jects, whether at events or in classroom settings. Avoid the static or awkwardly 
posed.

When posed group shots are requested, such as for public relations, also capture im-
ages of the group interacting and engaging with one another.

A sense of context and setting conveyed through the inclusion of architectural 
and other environmental elements including signage.

Judicious editing; we strongly request that photographers edit submissions to a 
tight selection of strong images instead of supply a huge digital dump.
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CAMPUS LIFE
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CAMPUS LIFE
Small groups shown collaborating and sharing learning experiences suggest narratives that draw in viewers. 
Students depicted interacting and instructors and students working together represent a key message about NYIT 
community.
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CAMPUS LIFE
Showing a range of settings—seminar class-
rooms, studios, and research and meeting 
spaces—provides a complete picture of the uni-
versity facilities and kinds of activities taking place 
(individual, group, and paired work). A thoughtful 
range of subjects provides assets representing
diversity of all kinds at NYIT.
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CAMPUS LIFE
It is useful to show context to suggest the kind of 
activity students are engaged in—making, install-
ing work, discussing, writing, problem-solving, 
for example. Natural light provides a warm tone.
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CAMPUS LIFE
NYIT students shown alert, engaged, and 
focused on instruction communicate the classroom 
environment effectively. Clean backgrounds draw 
attention to subjects and give designers options.
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CAMPUS LIFE
Capturing pleasing or intriguing formal 
compositions adds an additional layer of tone
and aesthetic appeal.

[Left]
Objects in the picture frame can set context for or 
“explain” activity depicted in photo.
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CAMPUS LIFE
An imaginative angle can sometimes communicate 
effectively and dynamically; here, an over-the-
head angle emphasizes interplay and suggests 
context.
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CONFERENCES AND LECTURES
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CONFERENCES AND LECTURES
An imaginative angle can provide a dynamic 
tone. Wide-angle shots of a venue convey the 
stage and architectural space [perspective, low 
angles, close-up of stage]. Interesting photo 
compositions can be created by a different and 
creative cropping style, capturing playful elements 
during presentations. 
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CONFERENCES AND LECTURES
Capturing images of a presenter and the screen 
projecting his/her presentation help viewers to have 
a better visual reference of the event at a glance. 

Shallow depth-of-field isolates the subject, adding 
an appealing mood through warm color lighting.
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CONFERENCES AND LECTURES

White or blank spaces are welcome to add a 
balanced composition to project harmony. In 
some cases, backgrounds may offer a divider area 
between two colors [dark and light], and that could 
be a good element to use in order to create more 
emphasis to the off-center subject while providing 
some negative space for designers to overlay type.

Capture the subject’s dynamism through facial/
hand gestures and against wide backgrounds 
to offer a photocomposition with some negative 
space for designers.
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COMMENCEMENT/CONVOCATION EVENT PHOTOGRAPHY
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COMMENCEMENT/CONVOCATION EVENT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Images of the audience members’ reaction can 
communicate to viewers an entry point of what they are 
feeling or enjoying, as well as stirring moments.

Dynamic photocomposition of stage lighting during big 
events such as commencement and/or convocation 
can offer scenes with rich color tones and areas where 
designers can overlay type provide by editors. Dark 
sessions or tone colors in a wide space will bring some 
negative space for appealing visual content.
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Establishing shots of the staged events and 
cropping the photo frame to focus on the current 
action will help viewers imaging themselves being 
part of the event or even attending it.

COMMENCEMENT/CONVOCATION EVENT
PHOTOGRAPHY
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PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
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PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY
A flattering style is a better approach through the 
use of natural light, subject against a shallow 
depth field and neutral and low texturized 
color background to get more focus on main 
subject. Portraits can also have a unique style by 
showing subject’s personality through their own 
environment work [studios, lab, library, cafeteria, 
classroom, auditorium, etc.]. 

Close-up, half, three-quarter, and full body shots 
should be taken in a few contexts.
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EXHIBIT AND STUDENT PRESENTATION PHOTOGRAPHY
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EXHIBIT AND STUDENT PRESENTATION PHOTOGRAPHY

Images should identify content, scale, and 
scope of topics presented (such as Architecture 
presentations, students/faculty exhibitions 
at Gallery 61, student presentations during 
SOURCE, etc.). Shots with perspective and low 
angles can add some dynamic composition of 
this particular kind of scenes. People attending 
exhibitions and/or presentations can convey 
interactivity and action to the scene.
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EXHIBIT AND STUDENT PRESENTATION PHOTOGRAPHY
This situation also offers an opportunity to explore different 
angles to capture viewers or visitors interacting with elements 
in the space, showing expressions that may engage them in the 
topics in exhibition or presentation.

Subjects being playful may allow photographers to capture 
scenes to add a layer of meaning to otherwise straightforward 
documentation.
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EXHIBIT AND STUDENT PRESENTATION PHOTOGRAPHY
White space around elements exhibited or artwork 
will offer space for designers to convey the image 
into print or web material with type.

Student projects may require a set or sequence of 
images to capture completely the scale and nature 
of their work.

Collaboration and teamwork could be conveyed 
through images that show students’ effort with 
faculty working together on a particular project, 
presentation or discussion, highlighting by the ac-
tion’s prominence within the captured frame.
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DELIVERABLES
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METADATA
For each project, we ask photographers to provide basic information regarding the shoot, such as:

a. Subject (Engineering, Education, Commencement, Convocation, etc.)
b. Date of Shoot: MMDDYR
c. Locations: MAN-Campus, OW-Campus, other locations
d. Key Peoples’ Names: will be with the help of NYIT C+M project manager assigned
e. Photographer Name

Metadata: basic information should be embedded during image editing; to do that, photographers may use any of 
the most commercial applications such as Lightroom, Bridge, Aperture, etc.:

a. IPTC Creator: Photographer name for possible photo credit
b. Date Taken Field: Date of the shoot
c. Event name

FILE SPECIFICATIONS
Photographers should deliver finals files to the NYIT Project Manager assigned under the following specs:

a. High-Res JPGEs, provide the largest image file your camera capture
b. 300dpi
c. Use electronic downloadable channels such as DropBox, WebTransfer, YouSendIt, Google Drive, etc.


